
ACH ‘ADJUSTABLE’ HORIZONTAL PLATE CLAMPS

THK ‘THIN SHEET’ HORIZONTAL PLATE CLAMPS

THS ‘LOADING’ HORIZONTAL PLATE CLAMPS

Other sizes are available on request. Please contact our sales team for details.
*Per pair.    **Weight per pair of clamps without chains.

        ACH 1300                     1300                       0 - 150                         14                          £628
       ACH 1300L                    1300                       0 - 250                         17                          £658
        ACH 3300                     3300                       0 - 150                         25                          £805
       ACH 3300L                    3300                       0 - 250                         28                          £827
        ACH 6650                     6650                       0 - 150                         60                         £1019
       ACH 6650L                    6650                       0 - 250                         64                         £1040
       ACH 10000                   10000                     50 - 300                        82                         £1531

           Model                        WLL                  Jaw capacity                Weight                       Price
                                              kg*                           mm                          kg**                           £*

The ACH horizontal plate clamps offer superb flexibility
because of the large adjustable jaw opening. The jaw is
adjusted using a simple ratchet mechanism.

These clamps are to be used in pairs and are especially
suited to the transportation of large plate bundles.

900 Max

*Chain slings NOT included

         THK 750                   40 - 750                     0 - 25                           3                           £210
        THK 1500                 75 - 1500                    0 - 35                           6                           £237
        THK 3000                150 - 3000                   0 - 35                          11                          £297
        THK 4500                250 - 4500                   0 - 45                          16                          £332
        THK 6000                300 - 6000                   0 - 60                          23                          £357
        THK 9000                450 - 9000                   0 - 60                          35                          £452

           Model                        WLL                   Jaw capacity                Weight                       Price 
                                              kg*                           mm                          kg**                            £*

*Ideal for thin sheet

The THK horizontal plate clamps share the same basic design features as
the CH range of clamps but have a reversed tooth jaw design. This acts as
an additional safety feature specifically for use with thin sheets which may
have a tendency to deflect or sag or flex.

The THK clamps are particularly suited to thin plate with a surface hardness
less than 300 Brinell / 32 Rockwell C.

600 Max

*Chain slings NOT included

        THS 750                    40 - 750                     0 - 20                           3                           £322
       THS 1500                  75 - 1500                    0 - 35                           6                           £411
       THS 3000                 150 - 3000                   0 - 40                          12                          £631
       THS 4500                 250 - 4500                   0 - 45                          17                          £828

           Model                        WLL                  Jaw capacity                 Weight                       Price 
                                              kg*                           mm                           kg*                             £*

The THS horizontal plate clamps are specifically designed to be used when loading plate horizontally
into presses, shears, guillotines and other industrial machines or where the CH clamps are not suitable.

The unique design of the THS allows them to be used individually when loading plate. However, when
transporting plate horizontally the THS clamps should be used in pairs.

Other features of this clamp include a spring loaded safety lock that ensures the clamp remains on the
plate in the unloaded position prior to lifting. Maximum plate surface hardness 300 Brinell / 32 Rockwell C.

Spring loaded
safety lock

*Use spreader beams for larger plates

Please contact our sales team for full technical drawings if required.
*Per pair.    **Weight per pair of clamps without chains.

Please contact our sales team for full technical drawings if required.
*Per clamp.  

*Chain slings NOT included
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